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Mont Ventoux, Mons Ventoso (1909m), the highest point of Provence, rises some
37km E of Orange in the Rhone Valley, around 100km N of Marseille. It is not a
conventional shapely mountain but a massive whale-backed ridge running E and W
for some 20km. The N slopes tumble precipitously into 'the valley!of.Toulourenc,
the S slopes are gentler with buttresses and coombes above the wide Plateau de

Vaucluse. In the E the ridge line continues in the somewhat lower Montagne de
Lure (]826m), to the W beyond a broad gap at Malaucene the continuing ridge
sprouts the fine castellated spires of the Dentelles de Montmirail before sinking into
the wide alluvial flats of the Rhone Valley.

This lengthy mountain was formed as part ofan E-W fold system, distant effects
of the earth movements which produced the Pyrenees, and its geomorphology
appears relatively simple. The later widespread and violent uplift which took place
in the Alpine area and resulted in the present chaos of high peaks and contorted
strata there produced gentler folds to the Nand W, such as we now see in the Jura
and the ranges of the pre-Alps, but a very complex pattern in the area where the
Alpine and Pyrenean movements are superimposed, Nand E of Mont Ventoux.

Such a towering and relatively isolated summit is an outstanding viewpoint,
looking out to the Alpine chain and to the Pyrenees, the Mediterranean and all the
lesser mountains on either side of the Rhone Valley-the Diois, the Baronnies, the
Montagnes de Lure, du Luberon and Sainte Victoire on the one bank and the
Cevennes and its multiple ramifications on the other. As is so often found with the
best hills of France motor roads enable everyone to enjoy the amenities of the
summit and the expansive view. On top there is a chapel (Sainte-Croix) from a past
age and a meteorological observatory, I an Air Force radar station and a televis{on
mast from our own materialist era. This cluster topping the range, looking from a
distance like a miniature Cape Canaveral with a rocket about to depart, makes it
conspicuous and readily identifiable from all the aforementioned hill groups and
from the surrounding plains, the only considerable man-made artefact in mile
upon mile oflimestone country.

N574 climbs along the W ridge from Malaucene to the summit and thence
descends in a SE direction to the Chalet Reynard, which is the local ski centre.
N574 continues W now by St Esteve to Bedoin, by which time it has fallen 1600m in
18km, and then SW to Carpentras, while D 164 links the Chalet Reynard with Sault
above the Gorges de la Nesque. Sometimes the stalwart riders of the Tour de
France have had to cross the summit ofVentoux; here in the course of the race the
celebrated British cyclist, Tommy Simpson, died of exhaustion in 1967. A series of
minor roads also makes the crossing from S to N-a steep unnumbered road from
St Esteve leads up to N574 somewhat W of the summit; closeby Dl64A zigzags
down the N slopes to Brantes in the Toulourenc valley.

For walkers the GR4 crosses the summit en route between Sault and Malaucene;
GR9, branching off from GR4 on the way up, traverses the N slopes and descends
close to the line of D164A to Brantes.

Set up in 1936. The average temperature varies from 15°C in]uly to _3°C in February. The
rainfall averages 900mm/annum and there are over 200 days of mist. Every other day the
wind blows at more than 35mph with gusts sometimes up to 150mph.
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The height and the cold windy climate combine to produce a high moumain
environment in Mediterranean surroundings. Thus the vegetation range rrom
vines and olive at the base to high mountain/arctic plants at the summit. The
Ranking slopes are cloaked up 10 1600m in evergreen oaks, white oak, cedars,
beechcs, pines, firs and larches. Above that i an immense stone-field or striking
whitcne s.

Mont VenlOux occupie a special place in the history or mountaineering, ror it
was one or the first moulllains ever to be climbed ror pleasure. The ascent, which
lOok place in 1336. was made by Peu'arch, Italian poet and philosopher, one orthe
outstanding figures or the medieval world. Full name, Francc co Pell'arca, he was
bom in Areuo in 1304 and died at Arqua, near Padua, in 1374. He was 'one or the
four cia ical Italian poets' and 'the true reviver or learning in medieval Europe'.
He spcnt hi childhood in Avignon, then studied at Carpentras (at the rOOt or
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5/ Drawn by AliJon Mason Kingsbury (reproduced from 'Petrarch and his World' by MorriJ Bishop, by
courtesyofCha1to& WindUJ)
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Mont Ventoux), at Montpellier and Bologna. Returning to Avignon on the death of
his parents in 1326, he took minor ecclesiastical order and this enabled him to

concentrate on his life' interests.
In the spring of 1336 Petrarch read in Livy of the a cent of Mount Hemu

(MounL Balka) in Bulgaria by King Philip of Macedon; only 30 mile away in view
of hi study rose Mont Ventoux, ometime now covered, ometime almo t
hidden by heat haze; he resolved to climb it 'for the ake of eeing the remarkable
altitude of the place'. Taking hi brother Gherardo for companion he set out on 24
April 1336 fOI" Malaucene. On 26 April they left before dawn, climbing along the W
ridge of the mountain to a Benedictine priory, the ruins of which can till be een.
On the way they et an old shepherd who claimed to have vi ited the lOp 50 year
before. 2 'Hi discouragemems', wrote PetralTh, 'increa ed our eagerne .' The old
man pointed the way, and leaving their heavier baggage with him they went on up
ward. 'The day wa long, the air balmy, we were supported by the vigour of our
minds, and such bodily strength and aetivit), as we possess; so that the nature of the
place was the only obstacle.'

Gherardo, in exemplary mountaineering fashion, followed the cre t of the
ridge. Francesco on the other hand, as we all so often do, sought easier and les
steep lines on the Hanks and found himself, 'to my brother's great amusement and
to my fury', scrambling up steeply to join the ridge line once again. At length he
comforted himself by an abstruse philosophical comparison between this ascent
and the path of life-'the summit i the ultimate goal, the terminus of the road on
which wejourney'-and thus wa spurred to the lOp.

'At first affected by the rare quality of the air and by the free prospect, I stood as ifsrunned
and looked about. The clouds were far below. I turned my eyes to ... the great J·ugged
Alps (which) seemed quite close though they were really at a great distance ... The frontier
of France, and the Pyrenees of Spain were nor to be descried (though nothing, that I know
of, intervened) by reason of the impotence of mortal sight. But I could clearly see the
mountains about Lyon on the right, and on the left the Bay of Marseille, which is distant
some days' journey.'

He now decided to look for in piration by opening at random his copy of St
Augu tine's Confessions which he always can"ied. It strain the credulity to learn that
he came upon this text-'There are men who go to admire the high place of
mountain ... and who neglect themselve .' He confes ed to have been overcome
and his account thereafter lapses into abstruse theosophy. 'How teadily must we
labour to put under our feet, not a peck of elevated earth, but the appetites of our
terre trial impulses.'

To the modern ear it all ounds a very curious story. Francis Gribble in Early
Mountaineers (London, 1899) considered this account by Petrarch

'a remarkable piece of writing ... (with) ... sentiments in advance of the general semi
ments of the age .... The singular thing i that the climber, whose one mountain a cem
enriched him with so many beautiful reAections, should never have repeated the
experience. Was it the fear that familiarity might vulgarise the effect of the sublimities of
nature, and that the beautiful thoughts with which the mountain top inspired him might
lose their force and their imensity ifhe deliberately courted them a second time.'

Maybe. Or did the mountain make no impression of sublimity whatsoever and
the fortuitously convenient text was just his way of playing down the experience
and of justif)'ing future indifference? evertheless, the physical action placed a

2 Ihis is our true pioneer.
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milestone near the tart of the road 10 mountain enjoyment. We cannot deny him
thal.

HistOrical mountain, fenered giam, Mont VentOux still dominates the Provenr;al
landscape, its windy, mi ty, often freezing ummit a different world from the sun
drenched lands below. Here in this short vertical span lies the whole fascinating
range of mountain experience.

Dougal Haston - a tribute1

J. Marshall, C. J. S. BoninglOn and D. Scott

Born: 1940. Duncan Mac porran Ha IOn. on of a baker.
Place: Currie, Midlothian, colland.
Died: 17 January 1977.
Place: Above the Swi village of Le in and below a minor peak called Riondaz.
Accidel1l: There was a steep open gully through rhe trees on the back of the Rjondaz, one of
the limestone peaks immediately behind Dougal HasLOn's home in Leysin. It had always
been his ambition to ski it but there had never been a big enough buildup of powder snow. In
1977 there was. He limbed a ridge leading to the summit of the Riondaz on 17 January, on
kin, and then staned down, cuning the deep un poilr powder in a few tight, neat curves;

then the surface broke and he was s\vept awa in a powder avalanche to be buried under 6ft of
snow at Ihe bOllom.

One of the fine t mountaineer that Britain has ever produced was dead.

J. Marshall recalls:
Generalization an be misleading but it i probably afe to tate thal Scottish
Mounrainecring wallo\ved in mediocrity, from the demise of Harold Raeburn intO
the 1950s, the dynamic Creag Dhu M C being a notable exception.

Thereafter, awat'ene s of the great potential orScollish mountains dawned upon
the new climbing fraternity and fine a cents increased in frequent;y and qualiry a
Ihe decade progressed. It was into this fertile ambience Dougal arrived a a ital
member of a small but auspicious body of talent, unique in the hi wry of
Edinburgh's mountaineering society, their arrival preceded a few year by the
brilliant individualist mith whose technical ability and emphatic approach to
mountains et a glorious example for them to emulate or better if possible.

With so much unclimbcd rock and ice about the explosion of talent wa a
heaven (or hell!) sent gifl. By nalllre 'on the wild side' all I had to do was point the
way to topple st<tndard barriers and rhey were off. Smith needed no assistance, he
wa elf-sufficient and indeed el the pace for t.he 'Currie boys' to follow, yet
through it all he retained some vesrige of respect for the e tabli hment. By contraSr
t.he boys, ably led by Dougal, sel OUt to test by transgression, every canon prevailing
in climbing society. One amusing incident of this period being the week Dougal
and Ronnie /ollowed up a Lagangarbh work-party, to cover their newly painted
'lavatory green' walls with brilliant mind-blowing murals, reminiscent of Kan
dinsk ; 0 tensibly in a vain attempt to counter the external Glencoe gloom!

Portions of this compilation have already appeared elsewhere; inclusion here is gratefully
acknowledged-EditOr.
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